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INTRODUCTION
A hospitals and institutions (H&J) meeting is a
special or introductory meeting held within a facility in
which a regular N.A. meeting cannot be held.
H&I
meetings can be held tn jails, prisons, treatment
centers,
rehabilitation
programs,
recovery
houses,
detoxification units, and mental hospitals. A variety of
formats may be used, depending upon local norms and
the type of facility.
The "behind the scenes" HctI work is done by H6:I
eommittees.

regional

These are subcommittees of the area and

service

Conference.

committees

and

the

World

Service

They support the "front lines" H6:1 etrort-

the H!I meeting-by coordinating and sponsoring the
overall H!I effort within the Fellowship. Guidelines for
these committees 8S well as for Ha:l meetings are
included in this booklet.
There Is a section in the booklet for working
with adolescents in an Hal setting, and there is a brief
discussion about options for newer or smaller N.A.
communities In which an area service committee has
not yet been formed.
We hope these sections will be
helpful, but 8S with all of the material included here,
we cannot possibly cover every type of situation that
may arise In your local community.
Communication
among various N.A. groups and committees will still
of
Information
for
provide the greatest wealth
conducting H!I meetings.
Since HAl work Is one of those areas within
Narcotics
Anonymous that deals
extensively with
newcomers and with the public as well, it must never
be taken lightly.
Members who involve themselves In
this work should be those who are applying the Twelve
Steps In their dally lives, and who have a working
knowledge of the Twelve Traditions. They should bring
to their service work an enthusiasm for the lifestyle of
recovery.
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WHY IS AN H!I MEETING NEEDED?
We

eventually

know

led

that

us

for

many

to "jails,

us

our

disease

institutions

of

and

death."

While we unfortunately cannot help the addict who has

died, we can certainly ofter hope and recovery to
addicts
in jails and
institutions. To shirk our
responsibility in that area would seem to fiy in the
tace of our primary purpose.
Because very lew N.A.
members
disagree with that, the N.A. message has
been brought into hospitals and institutions world-wide.
To fulfill this responsibility, we have developed 8
special type of meeting called the H&I meeting.
A

special type of meeting was necessary because the rules
and regulations of many facilities otten make it
impossible to conduct a regular N.A. meeting within the
facility.
In a spirit of "cooperation, not affiliation,"
the Heil meeting effectively brings the badly needed
message of recovery to institutionalized addicts without
violating N.A. traditions or the institution's rules.
In order to form a clear understanding of an H&:I
meeting, it is important to know that an H&I meeting
is not a group.
Here is a breakdown of some
characteristics of each, to clarify the differences.
The group:

The H!I meeting:

A group is an autonomous
entity within N.A. which
holds regular meetings at
a
specified
time
and
place, open
to
anyone
with a desire to stop
using .

An H!I
meeting Is •
presentation
of
N.A.
recovery made within an
institutional setting, where
the facility's restrictions
make it impossible for a
regular group to operate
freely.

A group is represented by
a GSR at the area service
com mittee.

An H&I meeting is one of
the services provided by
an area service com mittee
through
its
H&I
subcom mittee.

An N. A. group is selfsupporti ng through its own
contributions.

11&]
meetings
ar e
by
financially s upported
the area H!] com mittee.
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Many facilities have policies which restrict certain
people trom attending the HAl meeting.
These
restrictions may affect inmates/patients as well as
outside members of the Fellowship.
Such restrictions
are beyond the control of Narcotics Anonymous, because
the policies of Institutions are not governed by our
traditions.
We carry the message freely to all who
attend our meetings.
In this way, we respect the
special needs of the institution, yet adhere to our Third
~aditlon.

WHERE AND HOW TO START AN HAl MEETING
H&I meetings can be held in -prisons or jails,
treatment centers, detoxification units, recovery houses,
rehabllltation programs and mental hospItals.
An HAl
meeting is held in any of these places when a regular
N.A. meeting cannot be held. It the taclllty in which
you want to hold an H6:1 meeting is not Hsted here,
contact your area, regional or world H6:I chairperson.
The Initial approach to start an HAl meeting
should be done in cooperation with an area H6:1
committee. Once you have thoroughly read the section
of these guidelines entitled "The Heil Committee ..." and
are clear on how your Heil efforts fit within N.A. as a
whole, you are ready to work with the facility in
starting an H&:I meeting.
Sometimes a facllity will approach N.A. and ask
to have an 8&1 meeting brought in, and sometimes an
area HAl commIttee will approach the taclllty to
propose a meeting.
In either case, be sure that any
8b:1 meeting you begin Is a team effort among N.A.
members. Don't ever act alone. Also, be careful not
to overextend your 8&:1 committee.
You only have so
many available members and other resources. Recognize
your limitations.
If you approach the hospital or institution to
establish an 8&:1 meeting, be sure to Identify and
approach the appropriate administrative person.
Once
the proper channels of com munication are open, there
should be an exchange of information flowing both ways
about both organizations.
Give them pamphlets that
3.

describe N.A., and familiarize yourself with their
policies governing this type ot activity.
Thea.
discussions shoold occur betore tile tirst meeting Is held.
If any difficulties arise, be cooperative and moderate.
These Initial discussions provide a good s.ttlng to
discuss the distribution of N.A. literature insIde the
facility.
Many facilities will agree to buy their own
literature. They can order directly trom the WSO with
order blanks you provide, or they can buy literature
through
you,
whichever
best
fits
your
local
circumstances. If they cannot buy llterature, your local
membership can supply it. In any case, literatUre is an
important part of your effort to carry the N.A.
message.
Once these arrangements are made, including the
time and place of the meeting, you are ready to begin.
Good luck! Keep in touch with other H6:I com mlttees,
these guidelines, each other and our Ultimate Authority.
You are in for an adventure.
CHOOSING AN H&I MEETING FORMAT
There are many dlrterent types ot tacllIties wltll
different rules and regulations, and there are many
types of N.A. meeting formats, so there is no set way
to run an H&:I meeting.
We will offer here some
general guidelines for choosing the format, and a very
general format around which to develop your own.
As always, when choosing a format for any N.A.
meeting, the first thing to consider is the Fifth
Tradition.
The format provides a structure which
ensures that the N.A. message of recovery is carried.
For this reason, participation or open sharing types of
meetings are not recommended in an H6:J setting. They
tend to lend themselves to a group therapy type of
atmosphere, which is inappropriate for an H6:1 meeting.
The appropriate formats are those in which outside
members are delivering the message to the inmates or
patients. Common examples are speaker meetings, panel
discussions and topic discussions.
In a speaker meeting, one or more N.A . members
share their experience, strength and hope, usually on the
topic, "what it was like, what happened, and what it is
4.

like now."
That topic tends to layout som e basic
symptoms and characteristics of the disease, and shows
A narrative of
how N.A. has trought about recovery.
events accomplishes little, but a sharing of feelings,
self-Image, turning points, new awarenesses, etc. carries
a message of recovery.
A panel discussion is very similar to a speaker
meeting. Rather than all sharing on one topic, though,
panel members usually each take one aspect of recovery
In N.A. and share on that subject. In that way, topics
can be selected in advance that give information and
experience on a variety of relevant subjects.
The topic discussion meeting allows for the
participation of the inmates/patients.
This format
differs from open participation in that more structure is
provided for the discussion.
Topics should be chosen
carefully, with the Fifth Thadition In mind, and one or
two members from the outside should share first to set
the tone and direction of the meeting.
It Is 8 good
idea to keep another experienced member in reserve to
call on if the discussion gets away from recovery from
addiction.
The meeting leader, or chairperson, should
calIon speakers one at B time, rather than letting the
discussion go spontaneously.
This will allow for more
control in keeping the meeting recovery oriented.
A question and answer session can be included
somewhere toward the end of the meeting, regardless of
the format you use.
In this way the presenters can
fan any sparks of hope or interest that may have
We may not have ali the
Ignited durl~ the meeting.
answers to their questions, but we can always convey a
feeling of acceptance and Interest In the person who
asked. That may do more than the information
contained In our answers.
The following is a general format for an N.A.
H6:I meeting.
It may be modified according to local
It is presented here for those
needs or customs.
seeking some direction.

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

"Hello,

and
welcome
to
the
institutional
meeting
of
Narcotics
Anonymous.
My
name
Is
;-:-;--::--:--:C:--:-C:-:C7C::-' and I'm an addict.
Would you
JOin
me in opening the meeting with a moment of
silence followed by the Serenity Prayer" (moment ot
silence-Serenity Prayer).
Next you will read from Conference- approved
N.A. literature according to local norms, usually the
Who, What, How aDd Why intcrmational pamphlet. Ask
tor volunteers among the inmates/patients to do the
reading.
Depending upon the type of meeting you have
chosen, proceed as followss
1.
Speaker Meeting.
a.
introruce speaker(s)
b.
After speaker(s) have finished, give out
chips or
medallions (this is usually moat
appropriate in
long-term facilities, I.e.
a year or longer).
c.
Open the noor for questions cr discussion.
d.
Close with a prayer of your choice.
2.

Panel presentation:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.

everyone,

Explain how the panel works.
Introduce panel members one at 8 time to
make their presentations.
Presentation of chips if appropriate.
Questions or discussion.
Close with a prayer of your choice.

Topic discussion :
8.
b.

c.
d.

Introduce the topic and share tirst to set a
recovery oriented tone.
Call on anyone present to share. You may
or may
not have them raise hands.
Otten the quiet ones who won't raise a
hand will have something valuable to say.
Presen t chips if appropriate.
Questions/answers.
6.

e.

Close with a prayer of your choice .

It you choose a topic discussion format, choose
your topic carerully.
Remember the Fifth n-adition.
The topic should lend itselr to an atmosphere or
recovery. Some examples are, Ca) Any step; Cb) HOW
(Honesty, Open-mindedness and Willingness); (c) Freedom
(draw a distinction between inner freedom and the
external freedom they have lost); (f) Any other recovery
oriented topic of your choice.

THE H&I COMMITTEE, rrs PURPOSE, HOW IT IS
FORMED, HOW IT WORKS
Up to this point, we have been discussing the
rront lines H&I errort-the Hal meeting.
In this
section, we will concentrate on the behind the scenes
HeiI effort-the committee work.
See the Service
Manual of Narcotics Anonymous for a more complete
discussion of the various levels of service, such as area,
regional and world services.
We will focus here on
these only as they pertain to H&I work.
The Purpase of the Area HAl Committee

The area HeiI committee plays a central role in
the overall H&I pictura.
It co<rdinates an local N.A.
hoopltaIs and institutions activities. Sometimes a group
will sponsor the meeting in a particular racility and
coordinate those efforts through the area com mittee.
Sometimes the area committee itself will sponsor the
8&.1 meetJ~.
In any case, the first step back from
the front lines, the central hub of HAl planning and
organization, is the area committee.
The area Heil committee is a subcommittee of
the area service committee (ASC).
It meets monthly,
independently of the ASC, and Its chair reports monthly
to the ASC.
It is composed of a chairperson, a
secretary, a treasurer, and any GSR's or other members
who wish to be involved. Here is what the com mittee
does,
1.

Provides
a
monthly
forum
experiences. " I can't-we can."
7.

to

pool

2.
3.
4.

5.

Serves as a communications link between
local Hal
meetings and HM committees
at the regIonal and world levels.
Serves as a distribution point for llterature
to the facilities and their clients.
Coordinates all HM financial matters and
reports these in full to the ASC.
Con<klcts workshops and orientations on
relevant topics.

Porml,. an Area U41 Committee

When an area decides that the time has come to
form an H6:[ comm ittee, it should set a date for an
initial meeti~. All persons interested in HM work are
invited through
an announcement
made at local
meetings.
The ABC meanwhile takes nominations for
The ASC can also hold the
th e committee chair.
election, or the election of one of the nominees can be
held at the Initial Ol'ganizatlonal meeting.
The first order of business at the organizational
chair, if that was
meeting will be to elect the Hei[
not don e by the ASC.
The ASC Vice-Chair, whose
function is to coordinate the various subcommittees, can
pr eside over this election. Once that is done, the new
chair then presides over the remainder of the meeting.
A few more organizational meetings may be necessary
to more fully form and define the com mittee.
The typical
roHows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

agenda

for

an

area

H6:I

meeting

Moment of silence fot" the stlllsuffering addict.
Serenity Prayer.
Read 1\'aditions.
Collect monies , take attendance.
EJ ect officers (If appropriate).
Read and approve the minutes of the
pr evious meeting.
Tr easurer's r epor t .
H&I repr esentatives' report .
Old business.

8.

is

as

10.
11.
12.

New business.
Schedule next committee meeting.
Close meeting with pi"ayer of choice.

The responslbllltes of the com mittee officers are
shown below, but the list is only a summary. Officers
will otten do 8 lot more than this outline describes.
The success or failure of committees depends upon the
dedication and leadership of good officers.
1.

Chairperson:
B.

b.
c.
d.

e.

f.

g.

h.
2.

Clean time requirement is three years.
Keeps ord... In the meeting.
Keeps discussion on the topic and brief.
Brings
a
prepared
agenda
to
each
com mlttee meeting.
Ensures that the Traditions are upheld.
Maintains a link of communication between
the H!J com mlttee and the area service
committee, including
giving
a
monthly
report to the ABC.
Is one of three signers on the committee's
bank account.
Drafts all correspondence to Institutions
served by the committee.

Vice-Chairperson:
8.

b.
c.

Cleantime requirement is two years.
Heips Chairperson keep proceedinga orderly.
Acts
as
Chairperson
in
case
of
Chairperson's absence.

d.

3.

Is one of three signers on the committee's
bank account.

Treasurer:
B.
b.

Clean time requirement is two years.
Keeps an accurate set of books of all
money flowing in and
out
of
the
committee.
9.

c.
d.
e.
4.

Maintains the H6:] checking account.
This
should be
a
three
signature
account,
requiring any two to
clear the checks.
Reports all financial activity and current
balance
at
monthly
committee
meetings.
Is one of three signers on the committee's
bank account.

Secretary:
8.

b.

c.
d.

Clean time req.irement is two years.
Takes an accurate set of minutes at each
monthly
meeting, and distributes them
to committee members prior to the next
meeting.
Keeps an updated volunteer list or wllllng
people who would like to serve.
Maintains
an
ongoing
tne
or
all
correspondence and minutes.

Newer or Smeller Mep
In areas where no ASC exists, all H6:1 work is
usally done at the group level.
Such isolated N .A.
groups can
benefit from
opening up
lines of
communication between themselves and either a nearby
area or regional committee, the World H6:] Committee,
01' any combination of those.
Information about these
may be obtained through the World Service Office.
Sometimes an H&I meeting is the first N.A.
meeting in 8 given area.
In that case, the need is
particularly great to reach out and build a working
ramillarity with the N.A. Fellowship. SUch meetings are
encouraged to also form 8 regular meeting on the
outside, which then becomes the sponsor group, and a
new N.A. community develops.
The

R~iona1

H&I Com mittee

IUd work at the regional level may be less
involved.
The committee at this level provides some
clerical service, serves as a pooling place for area
10.

experience, and provIdes a com municatlons link between
the world and area levels.
'This committee is a subcommittee of the regional service committee (RSC)
'The clerical services mentioned above Include
keeping a list of all appropriate hospitals and
institutions In the region and keeping track of which
ones are servIced by which area committee and which
are not serviced at all.
'The regional committee may
communicate directly with taclUtles that are not being
serviced by area committees. The regional committee
may communicate directly with their facilities to inform
them about N.A. and to provide them with N.A.
literature.
A second Important function ot the regional H6:1
committee is to provide a forum for area committees
to share experience with one another.
This may be
done in a variety ot ways. A regular workshop may be
held In conjunction with the RSC meeting, or perhaps
extensive reports including question and answer sessions
may be given during the RSC meeting; a com mittee
may come up with Its own method and schewle for
such an Information pool. The Important point is that
the regional committee helps area commIttees overcome
isolation and learn from each other's experiences.
A third function ot the regional com mittee is to
serve as a com munlcatlons link.
Com munications from
the world level that were not sent directly to areas
can be duplicated and shared.
Agendas for regional
workshops can be developed In part trom intormatlon
obtained from the World H!l Committee.
World H!l
can be informed of developments or experiences at the
area level for publication in the HeU newsletter or
other Fellowship publications, or for input in the
continued development of guidelines such as these.
Communication nows both ways between the area and
world levels through the regional committee.
The World 86;1 Committee
The World Service Conference H6:1 Subcommittee
links HM efforts worldwide and clarifies Fellowship-wide
HiU policies. Reports and publications are developed at
the world level that are distributed throughout the N.A.
11 .

Fellowship.
Workshops are held in various locations to
accomplish annual goals, and reporlS of these are distributed
throughout the Fellowship. World Hell works closely with the
World Service Office to assist in the formation of new Hell
committees and to help areas and regions overcome isolation
by communicating directly with regions and areas, and by
providing a forum for sharing experience among regions and
areas via an Hell newsletter.
H&I Rnd Funding

There is one difference between funding for H&I work
in N.A . and other internal cash flow channels. (For a more
complete discussion of the flow of funds within N.A .• see the
Ser vice Manual.) Besides the regular basket passed at N.A.
meetings, groups are encouraged to have an H&I can. This is
done because of the great need for literature within Cacilities.
Money from H&.I cans goes directly into H&I so that we can
get literature to be distributed without draining the funds
Crom every other service project.
Any groups, areas and regions wishing to donate excess
funds collected in H&I cans, or through other Hell fundraisers to WSC H&I. should make those donations to a WSO
special fund , from which literature may be sent to needy H&I
groups. This fund will be administered by the WSO H&I
Project Coordinator who shall follow these guidelines:
I.
The WSO Coordinator of H&I services may utilize
his/ her personal discretion on all literature distribution
matters which do not exceed S50.00.
2.
Any literature request received in excess of S50.00 up to
5200.00 will require concurrence and approval by the WSC
H&I Committee Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson if the
Chairperson is unavailable.
This conCUrrence may be
achieved via the phone for expediency. but it should be
followed up with a letter of concurrence on the matter shortly
thereafter.
3.
All requeslS for literature in any amounts above 5200.00,
will require a letter of approval from the Chairperson of the
area or region requesting assistance and approval by the WSC
H&I Committee voting members established at the World
Service Conference.
The requesting committee or institution will also be
required to submit a literature dispersal plan that must be
approved by:
a.
The area or regional service committee established in the
area or region from which the request originates.
b.
The WSC H&I Committee voting members established at
the World Service Conference.
II should be noted that the monies from Hell cans are to
be used only for purchasing ConCerence-approved literature
for the addicts within hospitals or other institutions. Funds
12.

Crom other types of fund-raisers may be spent on other
methods of carrying the message to the institutionalized
addict.
In addition to the cans, STOUP and arca budgen should
be planned to support H&I efforlS as needed . If our funds
are to be used to ·carry the message to the addict who still
suffers: then few uses of OUf money will be more consistent
with that primary purpose than H&I work .
GUIDELINES, CAUTIONS, PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
There is such a wealth of H&I cllpericncc within N.A. that
there is no way we can cover everything here. Perhaps your
best sources of this type of information will be your area and
regional H&I workshops and meetings. Some of the more
common issues that arise have been compiled here, however.
in an effort to help you avoid problems others have
experienced.
Rotltlon of Trusted Seuapts

Many areas and regions have used a system of rotating
trusted servants called the ·panel system.· The word ·panelhere is not to be confused with the meeting format discussed
earlier. Any of those meeting formats can be used within this
system. Here is a list of the trusted servants involved, and the
responsibilities and terms of each:
I.
Panel Chairperson··one year clean time required, one
year term. Responsibilities: The panel chairperson serves as
the primary liaison between the institution and N.A. He or
she oversees the H&.I approach to that facility by aHending
the meetings, selecting the panel leaders, keeping track of
literature made available inside, and generally seeing to it
that the meeting is alive and well at aU times.
2.
Panel Leaders··six months clean time
required .
Responsibilities: The panel leader leads, or chairs the meeting
each week . He or she is responsible for starting and ending
the meeting on time, and conducting the meeting according to
the chosen format.
3.
Panel Members··three months clean time; they serve for
only one meeting at a time. These arc the people who come in
from the outside each week 10 carry the message. They should
have a positive, hopeful altitude about recovery, and a
willingness to serve. They can be chosen each week either by
the panel leader or the panel chairperson.
Hid Sen'ees Otber tban Meetlnes

Sometimes, for a variet y of reasons, it is not
feasible for us to bring an H&I meeting into a
fa c ilit y.
Maybe t he facility is strictly outpatient,
ma ybe a f acili t y will not allo w us to ho ld a meeting but still

13.

/
wants its clients to have exposure to N.A., or perhaps
some other reason exists that prevents us (rom holding
8n inside meeting.
Are there any other services that
8n Hell committee can provide? The answer, according
to the experience of several N.A. communities, is yes.
1.

Meeting Directories:

Most area service committees

compile a current list of all meetings In the area.

The

H&I committee can see to it that all facilities In the

area have a current one whether or not they host an
Hid meetlre.
2.

Literature Distribution:

This, 8S well as number

one above, is an area that may be better handled by

the public information subcommittee, but deserves
mention here.
Some facillties and agencies which do
not have inside N.A. meetings still have a need tor
N.A. literature. Cooperate with your P.I. committee on
this to see whether any of these would be better
served by the H&I com mlUee.
Work1n& with others;
Women

Men with Men. Women with

Some facUlties house only men or only women.
Other facillties house men and women separately.
Whenever this is the case, only same-sex N.A. members
shoold chair Hid panels In those racilltles or work
closely with the Inmates/patients, thoogh this does not
exclude members of the oppcsite sex from participating
In meetings.
Experience has taught us that we can
avoid many possible problems If we follow this simple
guideline.
Problems that can arise In this area have
the potential to serloosly damage the credibility or
Narcotics Anonymous.
Even though we may be
innocent, just the appearance of problems of this nature
can do irreparable harm .
Please use sound ju~ement
in this area.
Adolescents
Many N.A. members who have worked with
adolescents in an Heil settl~ have noted that there are
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some special concerns that should be taken into account
In guidelines such as these.
We enter Into this
discussion guardedly, though, because we do not wish to
create the Impression that some addicts are "different."
The issues here represent the stated experience of
members who have carried the message to adolescents
In institutions. In no way are these points presented as
dogma that wID apply In every case. They are instead
presented as points for your consideration, to be used In
whatever way makes the most sense.
Four major issues come to the fere in any
discussion of worldng with adolescents in an H&I setting.
One, the adolescent seems to respond strongly to role
modeling; two, the adolescent is very peer group
orIented; three, significant adults in the you~ person's
life must be respected and taken into account; and
four, adolescents respond particularly well to an
approach which includes positive rewards, such 88
key tags, chips, etc. Let's take a look at each of these
In a bit more detaO.
Sinee young people tend to look up to and model
around
them,
themselves after significant aOllts
particular attention should be paid to the seJection of
members to hold H&:I meeti~s for adolescents, cr to be
on the list to sponsor adolescents.
The optimum age
group seems to be trom about twenty to twenty-five,
since these people are old enough to model a mature
environment of recovery, yet young enough for the
adolescent to feel he or she can relate. Com rnon sense
should also be exercised in the area of appearance and
cress. If we do not carry ourselves as "acceptable,
responsible and prodlctlve members of••.society," we do
an injustice to the image of our Fellowship, and we
may negatively innuence the attitudes of the you~
people we are trying to help.
Young people have a great need to be recognized
as significant, and to be a part of a group. Panel 01'
speaker
presentations
must
be
approached
with
Be careful not to talk down to
sensitivity to this.
them.
Include plenty of time for questions or
discussions so they have an opportunity to participate.
It you use a topic discussion format, be sure to keep a
firm enough structure on it to keep the meeting
15.

/
recovery

oriented.

Once

the

members

who

are

sponsoring the meeting set the tone of recovery by
sharing first on the topic, the floor may be opened to
allow the people to participate. In this way, we may
use "peer pressure" in 8 positive way. For this same
reason, It Is desirable to get adolescents to outside
meetings os often os possible, especially If the
Institution Is In the community In which they will be
going to meetings after they are released. In this way
they become established in an alternative peer group
before their release.
Since adolescents are still in the care and
custody of aclJlts, those aclJlts should be respected when
we deal with the young people In their charge.
For
example, we should take the time to talk to the
administratCl's and/or other staff members about our
basic approach In the meeting, and to allow them to

see that we are sensitive to the issues mentioned here.
They will feel more trust and respect for us, which will
free us up to do 8 better job in carrying the message.
Parents sometimes also want to meet and talk to us.
Positive contact with them may make all the difference
In whether they allow the adolescent to attend enough
outside meetings upon release. One caution, though, is
that parents c:r staff may sometimes want us to violate
the confidence of our young members.
They must be
told tactfully but firmly that we will not break
confidentiality.
Finally, adolescents seem to respond particularly
well to an approach which includes positive rewards,
These may be used
such as the key tags, chips, etc.
more extensively than we norm ally would use them in
an institutional setting. For example, we may use the
welcome and thirty day tokens even In a short-term
facility.
Also, plenty of verbal positive messages are
important.
Anything which gives the message, "You're
worthwhile, you're doing a good job" really helps.
Large H6:] committees may want to elect an H6:I
youth facility coordinatcr. In that way, many of these
issues can be monitored more closely.
This area of
H6:1 work can be quite rewarding if proper attention is
given to the special needs of these young N.A.
members.
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Do's and Dan'u fer H6:] Werk

The World H6:l Committee has compned this list
based upon the experiences of com mlttees around the
world who sent input on the matter.
They provide
some very helptul guldennes, and should help you avoid
plttalls others have tallen Into.
DO'S
DO make directaies of outside meetings available to
residents.
DO clarify the Institution's rules with anyone you bring

In.
DO start and end on time!
DO try

to get residents Involved, especially those in
tacilitles (ie. group secretary, literature
person, etc.)
lo~-term

DO obey all aess codes. Exercise com mon sense and
respect tor the tacility In what you wear.
DO keep staff aware of your whereabouts at all times.

DO tollow all security regulations at all times.
DO stamp all literature you bring Into an institution
with the local hotline number.
DO screen all panel members carefully, especially
regarding the clean time requirements of the facility.
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DON'T
DON'T break another person's anonymity or tell his or
her stery.

DON'T get involved In discussions about an Inmate's
guilt or innocence.

DON"!" debate any Issues Involving Institution rules
regulations.

0<

DON"!" debate which drugs are acceptable.
N.A. Is a
pr~8m of complete abstinence trom all drugs.
DON'T discuss conditions within
opinions about staff members.
DON"!" give

0<

the

institution,

or

accept gltts.

DON'T carry excessive cash or wear expensive or fiashy
Jewelry.

DON"!" show taverltlsm to any Inmate(s)/patient(s).
DON'T mail letters in or out of the institution.
DON'T give
number.

out any other person's address or phone

DON'T carry in any contraband
cigarettes (It applicable) or weapons.

items,

such

as

Remember at all times that you have 8
responsibility to the institution, to the Inmates/patients
and to N.A. If you observe the above suggestions, and
tollow the Twelve
'n'adltions, you will uphold your
responsibilities to all three.
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THE TWE LVE TRADITIONS
OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
J. Our commoll welfare should cOllie firsI; persollal recovery depends
on N.A. UIll~'.
2. For our group purpose Ihere is bUI one ul/lina/I! au'hon~J - a
loving God as fie may tJ.press lIilllself in our group conscience.
Our lealkrs art bu/ trw/ed StIllOIIU, Ihry do 110/ gOl/em.
3 . 1M Dilly rtt;uimllml for membership is a desire 10 slop using.
4. Eath group should 1M autonomoUJ except ill mailers ajfoctillg other
groups or N.A . as a whole.
5. Each group has but Ollt primary purpose- to corry Ihe lIIessage 10
the addiet who stili suJfirs.
6. An NoA . group oughl Ilever tIldorJ~ finalUt, or Imil tlu N.A.
lI(llnt 10 all) relatedfod"~J or Quuide mterprist, lest prob/mll of
mo,,~, properly or pm/ige divert us from our primory purpose.
7. Every N.A. group ought 1o be fully stlfsupportillg. declining au/side contributions.
B. Narcotics AnonY1ll0us should rellloin forever I10llprofisJltmal, but
our service centers may employ sjMcial UJorkers.
9. N.II., as such, ought never 1M orga1lized, but we lIIay creole service
boarth or committus directly respo1lsible to those Ihey serve.
JO. Narcotics 1I110lIJIIJous has 110 opinion Oil outside issues; ht!llce the
N.A . lIome ollght Ilever /u drawll titto public cOlltrollerS}.
II . Our public re/atiollS policy is based 011 attractioll mtller thall
promotioll,' we flu d always mailltain personal anonymity at the
level ofpress, radio, alld /ibm.
12. ll11011Jlltity is the spiniual foundatioll of all our 1hulitjoltS, ever
reminding us to place pnitciples before penollobiieJ".
11..,....".1 jo< ...,...._
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